Where to eat at
Olympia London
Be inspired at Olympia London and enjoy our selection of delicious, innovative
food and drink to refresh and revive whilst you get the most out of your visit.
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Eighteen86 Cafe

Coe’s Bakery

Eat Street W14

Providing something for every
pallet, discover a truly diverse
range of hot and cold dishes, as
well as Peruvian artisan coffee and
a variety of tasty sweet treats.

Named after one of Olympia’s
architects, Coe’s offers a variety
of traditional British snacks,
including sausage rolls, pies
and scotch eggs alongside more
contemporary artisan-style
sandwich selections.

If you are looking for comfort
food, look no further. From a
cheesy croissant or breakfast bap
to a juicy burger or more exotic
Katsu curry, there is something for
everyone.
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The Green Kitchen

Olympia Grand

Focusing on delicious plant-based
fast food, discover an exciting
range of tasty treats that are not
only fun but good for you. It is all
about natural healthiness with
seasonal British ingredients.

Ground Floor
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Little Orchard

Pop-up Mobile Food
Carts and Street Food
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Live Well
Healthier options are more in
demand than ever. Re-energise
while at the show with refreshing
fruit juices, tasty yogurt pots and
superfood salads.
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Offering freshly prepared homemade style cooking of substantial
hot meals including jacket
potatoes, pasta dishes, salads
and a range of other hot and cold
meals, snacks and drinks.

Main
Entrance
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Olympia National
Ground Floor
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Main
Entrance

As well as the permanent food
outlets, some events offer a whole
variety of exciting pop-up food
and drink concepts. Look out for
them all around Olympia London
when you visit.

Key

Find out what’s available at your
show > host-olympia.london/
our-food

Food Outlet Seating
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Disabled Lift
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Gallery Level

Food and drink availability dependent on the location of your event within the venue

